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SIGNET’s incredibly flexible sign systems provides cost-effective production of both standard 
and custom signs. Our wide range of multi-functional aluminium profiles enables creative design 

solutions for both interior and exterior signage. Our systems feature smart solutions for replaceable 
paper, plastic, tactile/braille and aluminium inserts; for quick and easy update of sign information.

The SIGNET Sign System suite includes seven different designs – all with their own unique features – 
to meet all your requirements of functionality, as well as providing a plethora of design possibilities.

Welcome to SIGNET – your partner in sustainable sign solutions,

Lennart Hedlund
Founder SIGNET Sign System

FLAT SIGN SYSTEMSWELCOME TO SIGNET SIGN SYSTEM



SLIM
Nameplate with aluminium profile  
sign header and replaceable insert.

SLIM 
SLIM A-series sizes A3, A4 & A5 signs support 
easy-to-replace paper, plastic, aluminium and  

tactile/braille inserts. 

SLIM 
Directory sign with aluminium header 
and footer plate. Printed A3-size insert.

MAGNETIC 
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side of 
the double-sided profile

SLIDE-DOWN
Nameplate with aluminium profile  
sign header and replaceable insert.

SLIDE-DOWN 
Large entrance information sign with 120 
separate double-sided profile sign rows.

SLIM
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side of 
the double-sided profile

SLIM 
Room sign and nameplates with 

aluminium sign header plates and
repleacable paper inserts.

SLIM
Nameplate with aluminium profile  
sign header and replaceable insert.
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SLIM 
SLIM A-series sizes A3, A4 & A5 signs support easy-to-replace 

paper, plastic, aluminium. etusa dolupta sitate latur? Ur renducium fugiantio 
molupta ssuntendante et imi, eostion consequam 
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MAGNETIC
Nameplate with aluminium profile  
sign header and replaceable insert.

SLIM
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side  
of the double-sided profile

SLIDE-DOWN
Directory sign with aluminium header 
and footer plate. Printed A3-size insert.

SLIM
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side of 
the double-sided profile

SLIM
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side of 
the double-sided profile



CURVED SIGN SYSTEMS
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ELEGANCE
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side of 
the double-sided profile

ELEGANCE
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side  

CONVEXA
Large entrance information sign with 120 
separate double-sided profile sign rows.

ELEGANCE
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side of 
the double-sided profile
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CONVEXA
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side  
of the double-sided profile

CONVEXA
Suspended sign with text and with sign 

header. with text and with text and

CONVEXA
Floor sign. Row panels with text and 

graphic application on the smooth side  

CONVEXA
Flagg sign with sign header. with 

text and with text and with text and

CONVEXA
Desk sign with text and with sign 

header. with text and with text and
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SIGNET’s extremely flexible sign system 
FLEXI, is a flat frame system which works 
perfectly for multiple sign applications. This 
sign system’s adaptable construction builds 
custom signs in any format. 

FLEXI’s grooved frame profiles support replaceable 
paper, plastic, aluminium and tactile/braille inserts. 
And due to the systems frame structure it creates 
lightweight signs, perfect for all kinds of suspen-
ded signs. FLEXI is completely customizable and 
suitable for interior and exterior signage

FLEXI works great for wall mounted signs, flag, 
and hanging signs, and pylons. 
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     F lagg signs                            Pylon signs                       Suspended signs

FLEXI SIGN SYSTEM

The TOTEM sign system is designed for  
production of larger durable freestanding 
signs for both indoor and outdoor signage. 
The grooved side profiles support full- 
sign-size aluminium sheets, or custom  
size aluminium panel rows.  
 
TOTEM are available as elevated signs on two  
leg or full length signs with supporting base  
plate or ground casted, with the choice of curved  
or flat finish and custom height, up to 6 metre.

Integrated with our systems SLIM and/or  
CONVEXA a flat TOTEM construction can  
also offer sign rows with replaceable inserts,  
for easy and cost-effective information update.

TOTEM is a fitting choice for wayfinding,  
directory or information signs in public places, 
office spaces, or any bigger indoor or outdoor 
location.

TOTEM SIGN SYSTEM

etusa dolupta sitate latur? Ur rendu-
cium fugiantio molupta ssuntendante 
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By complementing a flat TOTEM 
construction with sign rows from our 
systems CONVEXA or SLIM, the sign 
will get our replaceable insert feature. 

Sign information can easily be popped 
out, updated or replaced.

    Indoor signage                    Outdoor signage           
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Seven sample signs from our flat sign system SLIM, displayed collectively 
on a stylish grey felt board. Including pictogram, Vacant/Occupied-slider 
and name plates in three sizes, all with replaceable paper inserts and 
antireflective plastic cover. Plus signs with A4 and A5 replaceable inserts.

All signs are mounted on the display board with velcro – easy to detach, 
demonstrate and reattach.

Eight sample signs from the CONVEXA sign system, displayed collectively 
on a stylish grey felt board. Including pictogram, Vacant/Occupied-slider 
and nameplates in three sizes, all with replaceable paper inserts and 
antireflective plastic cover. Plus signs with A4 and A5 replaceable inserts.

All signs are mounted on the display board with velcro. Easy to detach, 
demonstrate and reattach.

A practical and complete demo kit with eleven sample sign  
representing all SIGNET’s sign system solutions, in a lightweight  
easy-to-bring case. 

Including samples of nameplates, pictogram, flag, desk, door and  
suspended signs. The case also includes two size suction cups, for  
demonstration of the SIGNET replaceable insert functions for  
easy and cost effective update of sign information.

DEMO CASE

DEMO DISPLAY – SLIM

DEMO DISPLAY – CONVEXA

RETAILER DEMO KITSTOTEM
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